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It is something we all need to glo-
rify to Allah that we have survived 
and succeeded to move ahead after 
the war and devastation that we 
had; it is something that both our 
society and leaders are praised to 
maintain our peace and managed 
to start from scratch studying, 
where the sand and gravels were 
our books and pencils respective-
ly. Alhamdulillah, the country has 
more than TEN Universities today, 
and thousands of national schol-
ars who graduated from both local 
and international universities. 

Yet again, there is an existing gap 
which we cannot turn a blind eye, 
and needs to be addressed as well 
as filled. The responsibility of the 
measures to be taken is upon eve-
ry one of us, and someone of us 
should take the first move. 

Students’ Development Associa-
tion – SDA is a newly founded as-
sociation by group of students 
enrolling in Admas University 
College, faculty of Development 
Studies. This was after this group 
has seen and became fully sensi-
tized about the gaps and needs of 
Somaliland education; they organ-
ized themselves and committed to 
do everything possible for address-
ing this gap. 

SDA’s foundation has inspired and 
encouraged by its member’s field of 
study, Development Studies. They 
decided to apply the knowledge 
(the Theoretical Lectures) they are 

acquiring and turn it into real life 
practices which can be used for the 
development of their country, So-
maliland. 

Students’ Development Associa-
tion – SDA based its foundation on 
improving the education quality by 
empowering the reading and writ-
ing skills of the students. To attain 
and reach this result, books should 
be available for the students to read 
and also should have a platform 
that they can turn their thoughts 
into words and show their talents 
of writing skills. Realizing this, 
SDA first organized Books Dona-
tion Event which its primary objec-
tives were strengthening the sense 
of cooperation and collaboration 
among students and increasing the 
accessibility of books for readers. 

Readers of today are tomorrow’s 
writers - the expression of this say-
ing extends to those who reads 
only can be writers. With reading 
you are gaining the information 
that you will be putting as bases for 
your writing topic. 

“A capacity and taste for reading 
gives access to whatever has already 
been discovered by others.” Abra-
ham Lincoln stated this quotation 
over 15 decades ago. The secret be-
hind, is that with reading you are 
getting access to the world secrets, 
the lifestyle of the different vari-
ety of world nations, civilizations 
ruled this world and their legacies 
and your own country and what 

writings are made from. Knowing 
all these information and many 
more will let you sit with yourself, 
take a pen and write down events 
you witnessed, allowing your suc-
cessors learn from you.

Followed that, the foundation of 
Students’ Development Associa-
tion SDA, stimulated many stu-
dents and heartened the creation of 
constructive competition amongst 
students which resulted in the es-
tablishment of development-based 
associations and student groups. 
These groups are all organized to-
wards achieving one goal which is 
improving the available service and 
participating in the sustainable de-
velopment of Somaliland people.

It is also noteworthy, as first of its 
kind, this newsletter/magazine 
– Voice of Students, will be pub-
lished once in every semester by 
Students’ Development Associa-
tion – SDA in coordination with 
Admas University College man-
agement (Just Admas University 
Hargeisa Branch) and its students.
 
The attainments of SDA is not lim-
ited to the above mentioned, but 
there are many other activities that 
the association has realized in less 
than a year, likewise, there are SDA 
near future plans that students 
of Somaliland will surely benefit 
from.

Mustafe Mohamed Tahir, Chairperson

About Students’ Development 
Association – SDA 
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Welcome to the Admas University and 
especially to this newsletter for students. 

We hope that you take advantage of this 
information to find out about student 
life on the Admas campuses and about 
the student opportunities available to 
you. 
 As we approach the end of another aca-
demic year, I want to take this opportu-
nity to write to you, to reflect back on 
the past year at Admas and all that we 
have achieved despite all the challenges. 
Our commitment to providing quality 
education at affordable price has always 
been great.

During the last five years, overwhelm-
ing response from the student body and 
society in general has encouraged and 
prompted us to expand our operations 
into new areas in the next academic 
year. With this in mind, Admas Univer-
sity College will introduce new course 
such as: Political science and interna-
tional relations, Post graduate Programs 
on Business and Technology. Admas 
University College will   continue to win 
academic awards in the times to come.

I hope, and I pray that Admas Univer-
sity upholds its tradition of producing 
the human resources of tomorrow, who 
go on to serve this nation in a befitting 
manner.

Best wishes,
Sincerely,
Ahmed Hassan Haji
Academic Vice President
Admas University College

Word from Admas 
University Management

Book Donation Event at 
Admas University College

On Tuesday, March 20, 2012, 
Students Development As-
sociation – SDA, in collabo-
ration with Admas Univer-
sity management, organized 
a book donation event at 
Admas University College, 
Hargeisa, Somaliland.

The Event was attended by 
the Minister of Information 
Hon. Abdi Yusuf Duale, The 
Vice Minister of Education 
Mr. Ali Hamud Jibriil, The 
President of Admas Univer-
sity Mr. Ahmed Dahir Adnan, 
The Chairperson of Candle-
light Mrs. Shukri Haji Ismail 
Bandare, The Chairperson of 
SONYO Umbrella, members 
from Hargeisa Readers Club 
(HRC) and Tima’ade Read-
ers Club (TRC) and also the 
University Students, lectur-
ers, staff members and many 
other guests.

This activity was the first 
phase and the starting point 
of donating books for the es-
tablishment of a public library 
in Hargeisa.  A lot of books 
were being collected on the 

spot; furthermore, some of 
the guests donated not only 
books but also other funds 
(money) to buy books.

The President of Admas Uni-
versity Mr. Adnan opened the 
ceremony and congratulated 
SDA for coming up with such 
new initiative. He added that 
the need of foreign aid would 
be unnecessary, if our people 
would have such inventive 
ideas of dedicating a small 
portion of their time and re-
sources for public interest. 
The president donated two of 
his favorite books that he was 
keeping over ten (10) years 
and underlined that this is the 
first function of its kind in So-
maliland

Mr. Mustafe Mohamed Da-
hir, the Chairperson of SDA, 
spoke on behalf of Students’ 
Development Association – 
SDA - and explained the pur-
pose of the occasion and also 
the importance of reading 
and writing art to the society, 
he said that if we get books 
and make social mobilization 
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regarding the common interest, we can establish our 
National Library and reach our goals without foreign 
aid.  

Mustafe also added that SDA is planning to start at 
Admas a newsletter named Voice of Students (Codka 
Ardayga) and hopefully the newsletter will be started 
soon. This news letter will surely develop the student’s 
skills to write. 
Mentioning how this initiative and organization has 
started, Mustafe pointed out that SDA is established 
in June 2011 by members of Development studies 
students. “The weaknesses that exist in Somaliland 
Education System and the need of improving the ac-
ademic resources have drawn the attention of these 
students” added by Mustafe. Concluding his speech, 
he thanked again the participants for their commit-
ment of participation.

Ali Hamud Jibriil, Vice Minister of Education, was 
also addressed the ceremony and assured that the 
Ministry of Education is encouraging such activities 
of improving reading/writing skills of our community 
and the Importance of Reading in general. Mr. Jibri-
il added “it was recent when people were using the 
books as tissue papers and it is something to Praise to 
Allah that we are now thinking of the establishment 

of National Library, as the Ministry of Education will 
also participate in this process”

The Chairperson of candlelight, Shukri H. Ismail also 
spoke there, Shukri has appreciated SDA and Ad-
mas University and donated (apart from the books) 
$300 on the spot individually and also mentioned 
that Candlelight will contribute as an organization as 
well. Carrying on her speech, Mrs. Shukri has stated 
the importance of education and that there are a lot of 
gaps needed to be addressed including building play-
grounds for the children.

The Minister of Information, Hon. Abdi Yusuf Duale 
(Boobe) was also one of the figures who talked there; 
the Minister donated books and affirmed the Impor-
tance of reading and writing to the society. Hon. Abdi 
appreciated the organizers of the event and invited 
them to meet him at his office on the followed Satur-
day.

Apart from the speeches, Students’ Development As-
sociation has awarded certificates of appreciation and 
participation to the special individuals/organizations 
that played an important role for the successful hap-
pening of that occasion and the event has concluded 
as it was foreseen. 
 

Book Donation Event at 
Admas University College........
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Abdirahman Adan Mohamoud
abdirahman.adan@gmail.com

I have undertaken a number of 
work-related visits to Kampala, 
Uganda and I was moved by the 
inspiring story of Hibo Mohamed 
Yusuf, a medical faculty student at 
Kampala International University 
in its western campus at Ishaka, 
West of Kampala, Uganda. Un-
fortunately, I did not have the op-
portunity to meet her in person in 
Uganda as my mission was con-
fined to the capital city and she 
was studying in a relatively remote 
area. However, I had a previous ac-
quaintance with her and managed 
to contact her through the phone 
and e-mail. I found her story in-
spiring and just liked to share it 
with the readers! 

Five years ago, Hibo received  a 
three-year scholarship fund from 
UNESCO and she decided to en-
roll in a medical school, fully aware 
of the fact that medical school 
would need at least six years of 
fully- funded scholarship or oth-
erwise reliable financial strategy.  
But, determinedly, Hibo made her 
mind and firmly opted for this 
tough choice. In her high school, 
Hibo graduated from the famous 
Al-Aqsa school in Borama with 
honor. As an extra-curricular ac-

tivity, Hibo was one of the found-
ing members of Moonlight Girls 
Association, one of the successful 
local associations in Borama, and 
in Somaliland in general. 

As expected, Hibo Mohamed Yu-
suf performed excellently in her 
university studies and attracted 
the hearts and minds of students, 
lecturers and school management 
alike. However, the scholarship 
fund was soon exhausted and Hibo 
had to find a sustainable way of fi-
nancing her studies just at a time, 
she really previewed the signifi-
cance of her studies and the conse-
quent future waiting ahead. 

Cognizant and mindful of the un-
ease financial situation of her fam-
ily back home, she had to come up 
with a different idea that would en-
able her to pursue her university 
education. She unveiled another 
quality of her personality- by be-
coming an entrepreneur observ-
ing a need at the university campus 
which she unwaveringly and suc-
cessfully seized. Hibo opened up 
a restaurant at the university cam-
pus and spent hours in preparing 
the restaurant menu on daily basis 
so that she will not only survive in 
the oversea life but would also find 
a sustainable way of financing her 
studies.  

Day in day out, her restaurant was 
characterized of being custom-
er-oriented, and providing good 
quality food at an affordable price. 
Interestingly, this has not compro-
mised her education and grading 
even though one could guess the 
enormous amount of time and the 
dedication medical students have 
to pay in order to succeed their 

studies. Extraordinarily, Hibo con-
tinued to maintain her position in 
the class as well as her good grades 
in the examinations. 

The business has experienced rapid 
growth and Hibo managed to hire 
additional staff in order to respond 
to the increasing demand that was 
coming from, mainly, the student 
population in the university cam-
pus. This way, Hibo managed to 
self-finance the cost of her stud-
ies for the remaining years of her 
program. As a result of her brilliant 
idea of opening up a small restau-
rant in the heart of the campus, 
Hibo succeeded to complete her 
education in that manner. 

This extra-ordinary and successful 
medical student taught us an im-
portant lesson; that a determined 
student regardless of one’s gender, 
can succeed even under thorny cir-
cumstances, if there is a real will 
to overcome those challenges. In 
addition, Hibo is posing a serious 
challenge to students whose family 
members are open-handedly cov-
ering their living and educational 
costs but yet failing and dropping 
out. My congratulations and ad-
miration goes to Hibo Mohamed 
Yusuf for her resilience, determi-
nation and entrepreneurship. 

NB: Hibo Mohamed Yusuf 
just completed her medi-
cal studies at Kampala In-
ternational University, in 
Uganda and now she is at-
tached to Borama Region-
al Hospital as part of an 
internship program.

The Resilient Medical Student 
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Abdifatah Mohamed Abdi
Delevelopment Studies Student 
At ADMAS

Introduction
The economy of So-
maliland primarily 
depends upon the 
productive sec-
tors, mainly live-
stock, agriculture, 
fishing and trade 
and commerce. 
The production of 

livestock is central to the Somaliland 
economy. 

It is the main source of food and in-
come for the rural pastoral population. 
Sixty percent of the labor forces in So-
maliland are involved in livestock re-
lated activities which accounts for the 
livelihood of 70% of the population. 

To increase the economy of Somali-
land is to increase the productivity for 
its nomads on a sustained basis over 
time, and increase their standard-of-
living. So, the way that can increase 
the productivity of Somaliland is:- 
 
• Increasing the productivity of agri-
cultural sectors: 
Increasing the productivity of the 
agrarian production, in order to pro-
duce more goods and services of better 
quality and value, we can set a politi-
cal goal of quickly achieving a higher 
standard-of-living for most, such as:

• Improving the Capacity of Range-
lands for Supporting More Livestock 
Technical possibilities for increasing 
the capacity of rangelands include:

1. Drilling wells and building catch-
ment dams for irrigation of at least 
part of these rangelands, particularly 
for years with only average or below 
average rainfall, to increase the growth 
of grass in these otherwise “drought” 
years;

2. Sowing better genetically-engi-

neered grasses, that produce more 
foliage for animals with less rainfall 
required

3. Applying appropriate fertilizers to 
achieve optimal conditions of pH for 
the soil and supplementing the natural 
nutrients as appropriate, to increase 
the growth of foliage.
 
• Decreasing the main constrains af-
fecting the livestock sector in So-
maliland like: - natural constraints, 
institutional weaknesses, lack of infra-
structure and financial constraints. 

• The negative health factors that ef-
fects or decreases the productivity, the 
governments must addresses these 
problems and provides a way forward 
for improvement of the livestock sec-
tor by emphasizes: 

1. The improvement of animal health 
delivery and diagnostic services to 
protect the national herd.

2. Improvement of veterinary public 
health services to protect and safe-
guard consumers locally and interna-
tionally.

3. Maximization and commercializa-
tion of animal production. 
4. Fostering Trade in livestock and 
livestock products. 

• Increasing and developing the plan-
tation economy, for increasing that we 
have to:-

1. Investments by the nomads in spe-
cific tracts of land, rather than to re-
tain the traditional freedom to move 
to the tracts of land where rain has 
actually fallen.
2. Beginning ongoing efforts to recon-
struct the water system.
3. Investments of the area that suitable 
for cultivation in wells and roads for it 
to be usable. 
4. Plantation of the (Haut area), whose 
red calcareous soils because this soil 

supports vegetation ideal for camel 
grazing.

5. Preparing consumers and interna-
tional markets of our livestock that 
increases livestock export and encour-
aging the nomads. 

6. Providing projects, this may be very 
successful and encourage widespread 
drilling and irrigation.
 
• Cross-Training and Re-locating 
Many Nomads for other Occupations 
by Investing undeveloped sectors to 
enhance production and GDP of So-
maliland like:- 

1. Farming with Irrigation
To implement the transformation of 
the nomad’s people to farmers, we 
must increases using of irrigations, 
by drilling wells and pumping water 
for producing food.  Also, we provide 
projects and recommendations for the 
nomad’s people to develop a capability 
for doing their activities 

2. Fishing sector
Fishing is a largely sector and remains 
unexploited sector, and is a sector 
with excellent economic potential. So, 
we have considerable attention to this 
sector.

We need to support the already exist-
ing and new professional associations, 
formation and running of private 
fishing companies and practices, fish 
markets and extension of fishing. That 
helps us to resettle nomads to fishing 
cooperatives.

3. Mining  Sector 
Mineral sector is of minuscule value 
in the overall of our economy. There 
is some production of salt in the near 
(saylac).

We can do investments to mining of 
limestone for cement in the Berbera 
and, and some exploitation of the 
deposits because is the largest world 

Strategies to Improve Agricultural 
Productivity of Somaliland
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deposits of gypsum-anhydrite 
near Berbera, and of quartz 
(that useful for electronics).

4.Manufacturing 
Manufacturing is important 
and play a significant role in 
the economy, we must plans to 
bring the agricultural product 
processing plants, fishing fac-
tory, hydroelectric companies 
and cement factory. 
 
Conclusion 
To growing the country`s 
economy we should focus on 
the development of agriculture 
because the production of ag-
ricultural is central to the So-
maliland economy. 

To progress agricultural pro-
ductivity the government shall 
modernize farm structures to 
meet rising food demand and 
create an effective supporting 
system by providing the nec-
essary incentives, economic 
opportunities and access to 
need credit and inputs to en-
able cultivators to expand their 
output and raise their produc-
tivity and rural development 
through efforts to raise both 
farm and nonfarm rural real 
income through job creation, 
rural industrialization and in-
creased provision of education 
health and nutrition, housing 
and a variety of related social 
and welfare services. Putting 
into function the idle econom-
ic sectors can also contribute 
the development and produc-
tivity of the country. 

The strategic that can we get 
job opportunities, sufficient 
production and better stand-
ard of living is that. 

Water and the City of Hargeisa
Hassan Ahmed 
Delevelopment Studies Student At ADMAS

The availability of sufficient water re-
sources in Hargeisa has become critical. 
The capital city Hargeisa lies in the North 
Western part of Somaliland. It is the big-
gest and one of the most important in So-
maliland. It has also been the second larg-
est city in the republic of Somalia.

Even though the city was destroyed dur-
ing the successive civil wars, it recovered 
and people are settling down. Construc-
tion is taking place and lives of people 
have turned to normal once again. The city 
contains five districts (dagmo): Ahmed 
dhagax, Ibrahim Kodbur, Mohamoud 
Haybe, 26 June and Gacan libaax. The 
climate of Hargeisa is hot and dry and it 
receives rain twice a year.

Since Somaliland claimed its independ-
ence back from the South of Somalia in 
1991, Somalilanders came back home ei-
ther from neighboring or overseas coun-
tries where they had lived as refugees. 
Hargeisa hosts the largest population in 
the country. The estimated number of 
people living in Hargeisa is approximately 
one million, which means that the city 
has doubled its inhabitants in the past 
ten years. As a consequence, the city has 
expanded tremendously towards all di-
rections, and there are many new areas 
joining the city. As a result of increasing 
population and with the combination of 
inefficiency of the water management in 
the city, the availability of sufficient water 
resources has become critical. The de-
mand for water has increased enormously, 
and water scarcity has become acute.

Water Management in Hargeisa
The water in Hargeisa is run and managed 
by Hargeisa Water Agency. 

It is an independent institution with its 
own administration appointed directly by 
the president, and not by the ministry of 
Water, Minerals and Natural Resources 
as many would assume. Unlike the third 
biggest city of Borame, where the provi-
sion of water is the responsibility of a pri-
vate company, Hargeisa Water Agency is 
a public institution solely responsible for 
the distribution of water in the city.
The Main Source of Water in Hargeisa
The main source from where Hargeisa 
obtains its scarce water is a small village 
(tuulo) called Geed deeble. Geed deeble 
was built in 1972 and has been repaired 
several times in 1980s. It is situated some 
40 km north of Hargeisa. The whole area 
with its bore holes and the managing staff 
belongs to the government. There are 14 
wells working at the moment. They are the 
source of water. 

12”-pipes take water from Geed deeble 
to Biyo shiinaha reservoir (the main wa-
ter storage of Geed deeble). The water is 
then transferred to the next reservoirs in 
the Sheedaha area (a neighborhood in the 
North of Hargeisa), which in turn trans-
mit water through small pipes to provide 
drinking water to the city.

However, water distribution does not 
reach many parts of Hargeisa. Initially, 
when the water storages were built they 
were planned to provide water for ap-
proximately 300.000 persons which at 
the time was equivalent to the number of 
people living in the city. Now the number 
of people exceeds more than three times 
the intended. The demand for water is 
increasing, and also for the land. People 
compete for houses that are closer to the 
water reaching areas resulting in very 
high land prices.

The Hargeisa Water Agency has struggled 
to provide water for at least some parts 
of the city, even though there have been 
reports of mismanagement of the agency. 
Initially it allocated water equally for each 
neighborhood in Hargeisa (one night for 
one and the second night for another 
area and so on). The agency managed this 
status for a while and conducted it suc-
cessfully. However, when the number of Welcome to Hargeisa

Strategies to Improve 
Agricultural ......
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people living in the city continued to increase, the strategy 
could not work. The agency tried to use some other ways to 
distribute water to the city without success.
Today the provision of water is limited to certain areas in 
the city. The newly built houses in the outskirts of Hargeisa 
have never seen a running tap. There exist entire neighbor-
hoods in the city which are suffering from the lack of water. 
There are also a considerable number of big hotels which 
experience the same scarcity.

Trucks and tanks
The pertinent question of managing the hazardous cir-
cumstances has been raised by many, and the situation has 
also created a lucrative business environment. For example 
there are quite a large number of truck owners who have 
benefited from the poor network of water distribution 
in the city. They have divided neighborhoods and made 
their own customers accordingly. The water is caught from 
neighboring small towns and villages mostly in the East 
and West of Hargeisa.

There are many trucks in the city transporting water.

One of the areas where truck owners fetch water is Aw-
Barkhadle. It lies around 30 kilometers east of Hargeisa. 
Unlike Geed deeble, the wells there are privately owned. 
More than 60 trucks (booyad) drive there every day. Ac-
cording to one of the owners of the wells, depending on the 
volume of the trucks, the water price per tank is around SL 
SHLNGS 20.000 which is the equivalent of around 4 USD. 
This means, the truck owners bring cheap water from the 
area and provide water with profit to the areas that do not 
have access to more affordable water. The price of water per 
barrel is in average 1.5 USD depending on the season. Big 
families with big houses need to set up water tanks holding 
five, ten or more barrels of water (taangi) in their houses 
and consequently they have to spend huge sums of money 
at each time of refill.
Many people cannot buy water from truck owners as they 
don’t have big tanks. The middle income families, who can-

not afford to buy big tanks to keep water, use smaller water 
containers or tanks (foosto) to reserve water. Very poor 

people can use only small jugs 
(jirkaan). They get water ei-
ther from donkey owners or 
they can buy it directly from 
areas where water is sold. 
There are also some families 
in the neighborhoods with 
large tanks next to their hous-
es. They use these tanks to 
keep water from truck owners 

in order to sell it to the people.

The problem with water quality is pertinent. Most of these 
families use this water for drinking, cooking and wash-
ing as well. However, as truck owners fetch water directly 
from the wells in the neighboring small towns, there is a 
growing concern of the cleanness of this water. No water 
purification and treatment of water takes place here. Well 
owners wait for the wells to become full and once water 
comes to the surface they dip long tubes that take water to 
the trucks. The truck owners serve for both far-reaching 
houses as well as nearby houses.

Nawaal Abdi who is among the consumers of water tanks 
told me how they get water: “We buy water from truck 
owners every two days; we pay around 2 USD for one and 
half barrel. We use water for everything; washing, cooking, 
cleaning and even drinking.”

Wells are deep and often dug in the river bottom 

during the dry season.

Gaadhi dameer – the donkey owners
It is not only trucks that transport water in the city, but 
also animals. Gaadhi dameer are men known as donkey-
drivers. These men get water from the sub-water supplying 
centers which are set up for business purposes. Donkey-
drivers provide water for the nearby houses as they are not 
able to travel long distances to provide water. Unlike truck 
owners, donkey owners provide less water (one barrel at a 
time) usually to the houses and small teashops alongside 

Water and the City......

A truck fetching water 
in Aw-Barkhadle.
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the streets. These men provide relatively clean tub water for 
almost the same price as truck owners. However, the don-
key-owners are not available for all as they supply water for 
specific customers.

Ahmed Abdi who is a donkey-owner in Hargeisa explains 
how he distributes water: “Some of my customers ask me 
to transport water while I am in the water supply center. I 
often take water to the houses of my customers every night 
because they expect me to do so.”

Donkey owners provide water to the houses and small tea-
shops alongside the streets.

Big Hotels

The big hotels that experience shortage of water have their 
own trucks transporting water to their hotels only. The water 
is used for cooking and washing, showering and also drink-
ing. There are also several locally produced bottled water in-
dustries in the country which are mostly based in the East, 
Burao Togdheer region. This bottled water is expensive and 
only the big hotels and restaurants can afford it. Local pro-
duction has, however, helped the country to minimize the 
importing of bottled water.

Even though the shortage of water existed for some time 
now, the expectation of finding new water sources in other 
areas of Hargeisa is increasing. There are also great expecta-
tions of repairing and expanding the pumps and pipes from 
the existing water wells. 

The Ministry of Water and Minerals is very optimistic that 
sufficient water will be provided to the entire city. It is antici-
pated that an EU-supported project for repairing the exist-
ing wells as well as for finding new sources of water will soon 
be initiated.

Water and the City...... Hints for Fresh Graduates 
To Secure Jobs After Studies

Noura Ibrahim (Kamila)
SDA Vice-Chairperson 

Unemployment is not a challenge in Somaliland only, it 
has ravaged huge number of people worldwide, millions 
of people from the labor force are out of work globally 
and the condition is worse in some countries than the 
others. There are considerable origins for the widespread 
unemployment and one core factor is economic crisis 
impinging vast number employees lose their jobs every 
day.

In Somaliland, every year there are thousands of fresh 
graduates from both local and outside higher education-
al institutions. These graduates are thinking of getting a 
well-paid job in the labor market & yet they face intri-
cacies mostly reasoned by several issues including lack 
of experience, as it is what most employers demand in 
Somaliland context. They prefer years of pertinent job 
proficiencies instead of concrete educational milieu of 
the applicants. 

With all these challenges in the job industry, it is not 
reasonable to just sit down doing nothing, at least have 
the will to win no matter what circumstances you face; 
remind yourself that people have ever been trying to ap-
ply available vacant positions before you and failing to 
receive the offer within days, never stop attempting and 
for sure triumph will come in the end.

Begin with volunteering, do not look for money at the 
beginning and gain input to decorate your resume be-
cause competition is stern in the marketplace. Do not 
forget to upgrade your skills alongside the job-hunting 
process; progress your communication skills more spe-
cifically as it is paramount and if you can’t sell yourself 
who else could do that for you!

It is good to dream big but gulp down your conceit and 
initiate with lower positions in the mean time, have the 
courage to start from scratch, apply the vacancies that 
you think could be suitable at your level now or those 
match your profession, keep in mind no one was born as 
a winner. A thousand mile journey starts with one step 
after the other, even so, never ever decelerate the speed, 
hold the wheel and drive ahead.

Maintain your resume up-to-date, use the latest formats 
available, Google them and you can simply find more 
advanced templates without doubt. CVs glimmer the ca-
pabilities of the candidates and they are important tools 
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to quest jobs. Make a schedule to do your job 
hunting tasks, attach them to your daily to-do-
list and follow up the different media which you 
think recruiters use for posting job announce-
ments; remain updated and do not let yourself to 
be left in the darkness. Use expressive paragraphs 
when writing a cover letter to append your re-
sume, be specific and onto the point; do not beat 
around the push go to the point straightforward. 
Some people may add unnecessary supporting 
documents that were not requested, so as to be 
successful thus read the job description more 
carefully.

More importantly, instead of concentrating on 
securing jobs from NGOs or Private Business 
Companies, it’s very wise to engage in small scale 
business activities, explore your entrepreneur-
ship capabilities and be your own Boss, being an 
employee forever is not the only way forward.

Above all, do not quit and in no way you take 
negative responses as giving up calls, You have 
to leave that notion of impossibility and learn 
to risk; with hard work and dedication you’ll 
discover your endowments. You are most like 
to stumble upon several denials before you find 
someone shortlist you among bunch of candi-
dates, convince yourself that you at least need to 
explore on how employers recruit their staff and 
what requirements they are supposed to meet. 
You got to be attentive on the quest for getting 
an employment not the few refutations coming 
from employers; motivate yourself and stay firm, 
by no means have you admitted a defeat! 

To be successful you got to be restless and out-
standing. Impede grumbling to others of not at-
taining your goal and continue knocking doors, 
definitely you’ll one day acquire what you were 
longing to have, meanwhile, “Keep the job of 
getting a job” as once advised by a senior career 
counselor. I hope everyone out there with the 
mission of job-hunting to successfully realize 
his/her ambitions soon, bear in mind the will to 
win is useless without the will to prepare; you are 
the seller of the product ‘YOU’. 

Financial Institutions 
in Somaliland

Prof. Ahmed M. Ibrahim 

The central bank of Somaliland impacted on foreign trade, before 
the outbreak of the civil war, the country was on the brink of bank-
ruptcy, government could not even meet the salaries of the armed 
forces.

Somaliland financial industry has undergone substantial changes 
since the collapse of the former Somalia state, where the problem 
of inflation has assumed serious troubles by creating distortions of 
resource allocations, weakened the confidence in value of money 
and reduced significantly the value of real wages. On top of that, it 
negatively forced the public employees.

Process of financial deregulation begun in the early 1991, prior 
to deregulation, the banks were state owned and subject to strict 
government control such as liquidity requirements, interest rates 
they could charge on loans and pay on deposits, and the extent and 
nature of bank lending. The emergence of non-banking financial 
institutions in Somaliland, which could circumvent these controls, 
was a direct result of the creation of Somaliland central bank.

The central bank of Somaliland was set up in 1994 to reflect obvi-
ously its central banking functions, where the governor is appoint-
ed by the president of the state in order that he accomplishes this 
vital task with self-esteem and confidence. The government has 
taken a number of steps in the direction of economic growth and 
liberalization throughout the country, it has shown the good will 
and desire to enhance economic reforms in order to cover the eco-
nomic needs of the nation, therefore Somaliland government tried 
hard to create the appropriate economic climate, because it started 
to introduce the Central Bank which will have many positive eco-
nomic effects in the support of economic improvement.

The positive measures that the central bank authority took are nu-
merous like the fixation of the official exchange rate of the local 
currency or Somaliland Shillings with US. Dollar which is SL. Sh. 
3500 per one dollar, while the free market rate is SL. Sh. 5700 per 
one dollar, the reasons of these measures are mainly to create an 
atmosphere of intervention in case of upwards and downwards of 
the exchange rate.

These money changes flows do not take place when exchange rates 
float, but the policy interdependence crops up in another form.
Since exchange rates are shared variables. The government steps 
were price determination in terms of one currency to another as 
a determinant factor, because no government can be totally indif-
ferent to the economic policies of its country, and the growth eco-
nomic openness.
The Somaliland state benefits itself of the services of Central Bank, 

Hints for Fresh 
Graduates To...
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so, which acts as a treasury for the administra-
tion. The bank’s reputation has begun to im-
prove as members of the business community 
credit the bank with having ensured the stability 
of the Somaliland Shilling. The bank has intro-
duced important monetary control measures, 
curtailing the issue of new bank notes, servicing 
government loans, and regulating government 
trading in hard currency on the open market.

Beyond these excellent actions, the government 
of Somaliland took several times measures of 
adjustments against inflationary trends with the 
supply in local market a superfluous amount of 
the national currency to avoid sky rocketing of 
the exchange rate.

The expansion of the private sector has been 
forced by the absence of commercial banks and 
credit institutions. Entrepreneurs find it difficult 
to obtain capital, or to establish lines of credit 
for business expansion or survival in difficult 
times. The absence of commercial banking sys-
tem weakens the nation’s capacity and the local 
business people lack access to loans and the pos-
sibility to open letter of credit. Such services are 
available only to larger business concerns that 
possess links outside the country in Dubai, Dji-
bouti and elsewhere.

Commercial banks’ activities are not yet opera-
tional in Somaliland state and this hamper and 
discourage more people to open accounts and 
get interest revenue which may satisfy some of 
their wants, and they can play a great role for 
improvement of gradual economic growth, 
because the more deposits increase, the more 
money you have in circulation, the idle money is 
costly and negative because the bank has to paid 
many services for the clients.

After the creation of commercial banks, the 
central bank will maintain its role as the treas-
ure of the state among its monetary policies; the 
central bank will have a regulatory and plan-
ning character as more banks started operating 
in Somaliland. When the commercial banks of 
Somaliland start operating, the management 
structures will be decided by boards of directors 
of the state, but the relationship between com-
mercial banks and central banks will remain of-
ficial and formal, the competition between the 
commercial banks and the private financial in-

Financial Insti...

Rahma Mohamed 

We all know how important is it to be knowledgeable for succeed-
ing in any area of life that you choose. It will conceivably be less 
astounding to find out that the most successful people in many 
walks of life would be the people who are the most well read. And 
that your reading level will have big influence to your career de-
velopment as well as how informative you might be.

“Your best friends are not only human beings, but books. To read 
books is like going to swim in a sea of wisdom, endlessly fasci-
nating. And there are so many wise people all over the world, 
throughout history, and you can have it free, for nothing. And 
reading must become a daily habit. It’s not that you can read once 
a week. I read day in and day out, and you make acquaintances 
with books. After a few pages, you know with whom you are deal-
ing. Serious, unserious, far-sighted, repetitive” said by the Former 
President of Israel – Shimon Perez.

As any other skills, reading skills has importance and significance. 
Moreover, reading has priceless value and is praiseworthy. Edu-
cational researchers have found that there is a strong correlation 
between reading and academic success at all ages from primary 
school to University level. This means that the student who reads 
much will excel academically, while students which do not read 
much will score less and academically weaker than those who read 
much.

The importance of reading is not limited to academic perfectness 
but it has wider benefits as words cannot actually present the real 
advantage of reading. In reading you are engaging exercise to your 
brain cells while you are painting a vibrant image to your mind 
regarding the topic that you are reading. To be expertise to an area 
of life, you will again need to read more with the intention that 
you harmonize along the various dynamic issues of life.

It is also noteworthy that creativeness is a result of being a reader, 
creativity is not born but it is learnt with researching more, or in 
short, being reader. Creativity is just the aptitude of relating a fic-
tion story to a real life; it requires the creature to be knowledgeable 
and to be knowledgeable the individual again requires to improve 
his/her reading level.

“Throughout the developed world, we have moved from “man 
power” to “mind power.”We have moved from the use of physical 

“We Live on a Desert 
Island Surrounded 

By The Dark Oceans of 
Ignorance………”
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muscle to the use of mental 
muscle”. 
Brian Tracy. We need to ex-
ercise our mental muscles, 
the talent that we got will get 
extracted when we add the 
knowledge and information 
that surround us, no one is 
complete, no one is perfect 
but with the compliment of 
your friend, your neighbor, 
or any other individual will 
complete your incomplete 
idea and turn it into perfect 
action. 

All we need for the improve-
ment and successfulness of 
our future has already been 
written, and all we have to do 
is to visit a library or a read-
ing site over our desks with 
the help of modern technol-
ogy without putting much 
effort. Unfortunately, we live 
on a desert island surround-
ed by the dark oceans of ig-
norance, and the only way we 
can survive is to open both 
our eyes and minds widely 
through raising our read-
ing rank. Reading has at all 
times, all races and in all ages 
is a source of knowledge, of 
happiness, of pleasure and 
even moral courage. It is 
the beginning of wealth, the 
source of health, and it builds 
you spiritually.  Searching 
and reading is where the all 
miracle process begins.

It does not matter, the length 
of your reading rate, or the 
type of the data you are read-
ing. But what is making sense 
is that the more you read and 
the diverse of things you read 
is the more valuable pieces of 
knowledge you add to your 
mental database.

“We live on 
a …”

Q & A
Baahi Intee Leeg Ayay Bulsha-
da Reer Somaliland U Qabtaa 

Public Library ama Library 
Guud oo Dadka oo Dhan Ka 

Faa’iideystaan?
“Akhrisku waa waxyaabaha ugu muhiimsan ee bulshooyinka ka dhigi kara 
qaar horumar. Haddaba si loo helo akhris badan waa in la helaa libreeriyo 
guud oo dadka ka dhexeeya”
Abdillahi Persia, Qoraa caan ah oo wax ku qora jariiradaha wadanka sida 
Jamhuuriya oo kale.
 
“Baahi badan ayaa loo qabaa laybareeriyada waayo waxa jira buugaag oo 
aan oolin goobaha waxbarashada oo si faahfaasan u qoran. Dadka jecel inay 
xog raadinayaanna waxay awood u heli karaan buugaag badan haddii la helo 
laybareeri guud.” ~ Raaqiya Ibrahim Ahmed, Ardayad Culuumta IT-ga ka 
barata Jaamacadda Admas.
 
“Baahi balaadhan ayaa loo qabaa laybareeri guud waloow ay ku xidhnaan 
karto goobta laga furayo. Guud ahaanna waa loo baahan yahay” ~ Mohamed 
Abdihakim, Wareyiye ka tirsan TV-ga qaranka Somaliland.
 
“Inaga oo maanka ku hayna in qof kasta garaadkiisu kordho inta buug ee 
uu akhriyo, aynu gacmaha isu qabsano sidii aynu u korin lahayn garaadka 
bulshadeena taas oo macnaheedu yahay jidka ugu wanaagsani waa in la helo 
goobo wax akhris oo tiro iyo tayo badan. Fikradda ururka ardayda ee SDA ee 
ah in la sameeyo Public Library waxaan u arkaa inuu yahay mid baahi badan 
loo qabo oo bulshada wax weyn ku soo kordhin kara.” ~ Ismail Xuseen Farjar, 
Wariyaha VOA ee Somaliland.

“Among the very special characteristics of public libraries is that they are set 
for the whole public and they are for free. Another quality is that they do car-
ry various types of books and documents to be accessed. These libraries are 
supported by volunteers. The importance of such public libraries is multifold. 
Students in the various educational sectors can access them easily in order to 
support their class studies. Students will benefit from the various books and 
related materials helping them excel in their education. It will also be used 
by the public as an enjoyment place also helping improve the reading habit. 

In places like Hargeisa, where the number of libraries and the available books 
are limited, it is an excellent idea to start a public library. It will help change 
and divert the hobby and behavior of the youth from wrong and addictive 
areas to clean, educational and non-addictive places.” ~ Solomon Wakchira 
Head of Development Studies Department at Admas University College        
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Poem: 
They Say Somaliland’s Case is a Miracle

They say Somaliland went to the sky
They wonder how it jumped so high

A level that made the world surprised
Making state like this history recorded

They say it is located in a dangerous region
They wonder how it survived from assimilation

Experts says anarchy and chaos spread like epidemics
Realizing that Somaliland is immune to these endemics

They say Somaliland’s case is a miracle
They wonder and ask if it is an oracle

Somalis are the same in every side
Exposing this theory’s false guide

They say democracy is a tough process
They wonder why in Somaliland is less stress

Free and fair Elections are not common in the horn
Making our enemies to sting them like a thorn

They say in Somaliland everyone can express freely
They wonder an African government not censoring highly

Free media is disliked by the African leaders
Making our presidents different from dictators

They say rebuilding needs others support
They wonder the outcome of an individual effort

Neighbours get jealous from our vibrant free markets
Hoping one day they will freely trade the same baskets 

They say Hargeisa streets are safer than Nairobi highways
They wonder and ask who secures these roadways

May be the secret lies in my people’s lifestyle
Compelling failed societies to adopt this good style.

They say foreigners picnic like natives
They wonder Somalilanders hospitable manners

Cafés and restaurants are full of outsiders
Grasping that Somaliland is among the civilizers

Oh Allah! The almighty, Bless Somaliland with your bounties
Oh Allah! The almighty, Protect the evil eyes from all our counties

Oh Allah! The almighty, Keep my people’s solidarity
Oh Allah! The almighty, Expose our success with clarity 

Adnan Abdi Shaadiro
© 2010
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Waqtiga

Qalinka: Boobe Yuusuf Ducaale 
Hargeysa, 19/5/2011ka,
 
Waa hees gaaban oo ku saabsan qii-
maha uu waqtigu leeyahay. Waxa si 
laxaad leh oo aan la malayn karin ii 
damaqday sida aanu waqtigu dad-
ka intiisa badan qiimo ugu lahayn, 
adiga oo mararka qaarkood maqlaya 
dadka oo ku hadaaqaya: “Waqtiga 
ayaan is-dhaafinayaa.” Waxa aad la 
yaabaysaa waqtigaa uu is-dhaafi-
nayaa sida aanu ugu soo noqonayn 
iyo sida aanu u helayn berri haddii 
uu u baahdo. Taas ayaa igu kalliftay 
bal in aan isku dayo in aan heestan 
tiriyo, aniga oo u hibaynaya dhal-
linyarada Soomaaliyeed meel ay 
joogaanba. Waa sidii Cabdillaahi 
Suldaan u yidhi mar uu dhallin-
yarada la hadlayay. Beydad maansa-
diisa Dhagax-tuur ku jirayna waxay 
ahaayeen:

 “Dhanbaal baa cimriga sii sidoo, 
odey dhawaateeye, 
  Idinkaa dhaqaalaha waqtigu, yahay 
dhiggiinnii,
  Ubaxii dhirtiyo waxa tihiin, xidid-
kii dheeraaye,
  Dhulka iyo aduu waalidkaa, kaa 
dhur-sugayaaye,
  Nin dhug lihiba calankiisa waa, in 
uu ku dhaataaye,

  Dhalliil-tira tacliin iyo cilmaa, rag 
isku dhaafaaye,”

Anna waxaan leeyahay:
Bismillaahi waa kow,
Barta laga dhaqaaqee,                                 
Hadal lagu ballaysimo,
Ama laga bilaababa,

Amba-baxa hortii aan,
Beydad soo amaahdoo,
Xigashada bilkeedshee,
Sow Hadraawi baaq-dheer,                          
Bili-saarka maansada,
Beri hees kumuu darin:

“Gabay baan badhaadhiyo,
 Ka hayaa barwaaqo,
 Iyagaa bar xoolaad,                                            
 Banka iigu foofee,”

Anna aan badheedhoo,
Dareenkayga baacshee,
Waqti baan badhaadhiyo,
Ka hayaa barwaaqoo,                                    
Isagaa bar xoolaad,
Banka iigu foofee,

Qofka iga badhxaayee,
Madhxintiisa aan baran,
Ama aan buruudkiyo,
Burhaantiisa garannee,
Sannadkuba la buurnayn,
Ama boosh u haystiyo,

Burcad lagama dheefaan,
Bisha aan ka midho-dhalin,
Toddobaadka beegine,                                    
Beekhaami aan odhan,
Maalintana bilaash iyo,
Bar an jirin u haystee,
Saacaddu balkiisiyo,
Aanay bowdba ugu jirin,
Aan u baahan miridhkiyo,
Isha bidhiqsigeediyo,
Xilliyada la buuxsado,

Barkhad iyo samaan iyo,
Cilmi lagu badhaadhiyo,                                    
Caqli bulan ka dheeraa,
Ku bes-beel adduunyada,

Waqtiguna qof aan bilin,
Qof aan baanan weligii,
Basar aan u maamulin,
Qof bashaalka laasimay,
Miridhkiisa baayicin,
Barkhad aan ka dhaansannin,
Aqoon aan ka buuxsannin,
Ku baxnaanin maankiyo,
Inta uu u baahdee,
Beni-aadmi kaashado, 
Ma buulleeyo weligii,
Kama dhigo qof buuniya,
Oo warkiisu badihiyo,
Buurahaba dhaafoo,
La hiigsado bidhaantii, 
Cilmi-daalib baafiyo,
Baadi-doonku daalaan,

Barbaareey dantiinuna,
Sidaad ugu bakhayshee,
Bixinta u adkeysee,
Waqtigu u badbaadaa,  
Midho uga bislaadaan,
Loogu beegsadaa nolol,

Ha bireyn ha beylihin,
Ha biimeynin maalmaha,
Qorshe li’I ha baandhayn,
Waqti kuu bannaanaa,                                           
Aduu aad wax baran layd,
Ama aad dad bari layd.
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Research on Reading and Writing Skills of the 
University Students

1. Introduction

A small scale research on reading and writing skills of 
the students in Somaliland universities was conducted 
between 24th May to 10th June’ 2012. The research was 
organized and funded by the Students’ Development As-
sociation – SDA, a recently established association. The 
research covered the students of 14 universities in So-
maliland which are Addis Ababa Medical College, Admas 
University College, Alpha University College, Amoud 
University, Burao University, Eelo University, Golis Uni-
versity, Hope Medical College, International Horn Uni-
versity, New Generation University College, Nugaal Uni-
versity, Somaliland University of Technology, Tima’ade 
University and University of Hargeisa. The interview was 
conducted by group of student volunteers from different 
universities. 

2. Objectives of the Research 
1. To discover how students in Somaliland universities in-
terest reading and writing skills.

2. To assess status of reading and writing of students in 
Somaliland universities by figuring out the number and 
type of books they read per year.

3. To know sources of the available books that students 
read and to comprehend the largest sources of these 
books. 

4. To ascertain the importance of public library to the 
Community and whose responsibility is to establish it.

3. Methodology
The targeted interviewees were from students in fourteen 
(14) different universities in Somaliland. A number of 
hundred (100) interviewees were taken as a sample size. 
Since enrolments are different with the different univer-
sities, eleven (11) students are interviewed from five (5) 
universities while five (5) students are interviewed from 
the remaining nine (9) universities (see Table 1). The type 
of the interview was quantitative and interviewees are di-
rectly met in face to face.

The process of the research followed several steps includ-
ing; development of questionnaire tool, designing and 
identifying the sample size, identifying data collectors or 
interviewers, field visits, data entry and data analysis.

Developing Assessment Tool
The process of the assessment started from the develop-

ment of a tool for the assessment. The tool (shown in the 
Annex of the report) was developed in accordance with 
the objectives and the expected output of the planned as-
sessment. The tool was developed by SDA and the con-
tents were in the form of questionnaire statements. It 
consisted of three main sections with around 16 state-
ments. Sections included the reading interests of the uni-
versity students, public library and the writing interests 
of the university students. The statements of the tool was 
reviewed and revised jointly by SDA members in order 
to ensure the accuracy of the data which each statement 
is providing and the most appropriate measurement op-
tions. 
Selection of enumerators and briefing them on the meth-
odology of filling the questionnaires.

When the assessment tool was developed, SDA assigned 
group of volunteer enumerators who will take the respon-
sibility of data collection. Enumerators/interviewers were 
14 people from different universities. Each interviewer 
conducted the interview in his/her university. The inter-
viewers are given brief on phone training. The objectives 
of the training were to orient the enumerators about the 
methodology of filling the assessment tool and explaining 
to them the objectives of the assessment. At the end of the 
training, the enumerators understood well on the process 
of the assessment and sooner started the interviews after 
received the tool online.

Data Collection, Data Entry & Data Analysis
Interviews are conducted and questionnaires are filled by 
the interviewers. After questionnaires are filled they are 
brought together for data entry. The entry consisted of 
the questionnaire in the variable view and the data entry 
in the data view and was concluded within two working 
days. The data totaled 16 Variables from the questionnaire 
sections and statements. Then it was moved to analyze 
each Data Variable with percentages and charts including 
Pie, Bar, and Histogram Charts. As shown in the results, 
the data was analysis in the order of the questionnaire 
sections respectively. There is also a brief narration under 
each chart which is explaining the output of the results in 
each statement assessed.

Interviewees
Students interviewed are from the following 14 universi-
ties in Somaliland.

   
Table No.1
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4. Main Findings and Recommendations
The data collected is analyzed and organized into useful  
information for planning and decision making. In this re-
gard, the report presents list of recommendations derived 
from the results of the analysis on data variables. The rec-
ommendations are categorized according to the order of 
the questionnaire sections such as the reading interests of 
the university students, public library and the writing in-
terests of the university students.

Reading Interests of the University Students

• As seen in the charts, 95% of the students interviewed 
are interested in reading. Therefore, these students, 
since they are interested in reading, they need to get 
sources of books. Well-equipped university libraries 
and community public libraries can allow these stu-
dents achieve their interests of reading.

• 52% of students interviewed mentioned that they 
read only academic books. This may shows that stu-
dents don’t have other than, non-academic books to 
read or they need to be sensitized and educated about 
the importance of reading general knowledge books.

• Around 30% of the readers get the books they read 
from their universities’ libraries. This shows that uni-
versities’ libraries play as the major source of books 
for the students. 

Public Library 

• 83% of respondents mentioned that they heard about 
public library. 86% of them mentioned that public 
libraries are very important for communities. There-
fore, it would be necessary to establish community/
public libraries in Somaliland cities.

• 55% of interviewees pointed out that governments 
are majorly responsible on establishing and building 
public libraries. Therefore, Somaliland government 
should lead the process of establishing public libraries 
inside the cities. The simplest step that government 

can take is to allocate a piece of land for public librar-
ies in every city/town in Somaliland. Community and 
NGO contribution would also be necessary.

Writing Interests of Somaliland Students

• 87% of the students are interested in writing. 46% of 
them they write stories while 30% of them write arti-
cles. In response to this, it is good to invest the writing 
skills of students and to encourage students who like 
writing by organizing writing rallies and competi-
tions like SHEEKO IYO SHAAHID.

5. Conclusion 
The need for increasing awareness of students towards 
reading and encouraging them to promote their reading 
skills is not only the target but also making the reading 
facilities like libraries available become also very crucial. 
Culturally, Somali society, they used to not give that much 
care, effort and time to reading but nowadays this seems 
different, many students are questioning frequently about 
sources of books and places that they can go to find out 
something (books, magazines, journals, etc) to read. 

On the other hand, universities libraries become the ma-
jor source of books for the students apart from some other 
sources like internet (EBooks). Establishing public librar-
ies which, as mentioned by the students, is the responsibil-
ity of the government will be very important role to out-
stand with the need of the students for books. University 
and school age students often rely on the public library for 
their leisure reading, because the collections and services 
of school libraries are by definition curriculum-oriented. 

Libraries also act as gathering Places. Increasingly, people 
are using the public library as a neutral place to gather 
for socializing, networking, or working together on social 
projects or community issues. Community groups use 
public meeting rooms. Book discussion or writing groups 
may come together at the library.

Many students are very interested to make writings. They 
write stories, articles, biographies, etc. these students need 
to be encouraged. They need to find out audience for their 
books. They need to get platforms to present what they’ve 
written. All these things can be achieved to have reader 
and writer friendly centers including public libraries.

Finally, this small scale research discovered the interest 
of Somaliland universities’ students towards reading and 
writing. It cleared out that most of them like to read and 
write but they need to get a reading and writing platform. 
Public libraries can fill these needs and can be a platform 
that encourage and help the people to achieve their read-
ing and writing needs. 


